MANIFESTO

| Manthan Shingala (150040002), if elected as sports councillor for hostel 9, I propose to do the following:

**INITIATIVES:-**
- Introduce Hostel 9 Championship, a sports extravaganza aimed at increasing sports culture in the hostel and also at healthy participation in the GCs

**GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIPS:-**
- Ensure proper practice for GCs and that the practice slots are utilised well
- Ensure that the timings for practice slots are conveyed properly to the players
- Ensure the availability of all the required equipments during practice sessions as well as GCs
- Refreshments such as bananas, nimbu pani, etc. will be provided during GCs
- Pictures of GCs and intras shall be put up in the sports room
- Will ensure proper canteen and other incentives for the winners of GCs and the Hostel 9 Championship
- Try to maximise participation in GCs such as Crossy and Tug of war

**INFRASTRUCTURE:-**
- Will ensure that the sports equipment is maintained properly, both in terms of quality and quantity
- Try to get a fresh mat for the pool table
- Try to install a new foosball table in the hostel
- Will ensure proper lighting of the grounds with the help of the maintenance councillor
- Ensure proper maintenance of the gym equipment

**MISCELLANEOUS:-**
- Try and maintain a uniform work distribution amongst the secretaries
- A database of all the new students would be collected, so as to improve the freshmen participation in the GCs
- Get Hostel jerseys for GCs like Football, Cricket, etc
- Will ensure that all the sports related information is well publicized
- Try and avoid clashes between different events such as intras and GCs

**AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:-**
- Coordinate with hostel council for smooth functioning and overall development of the hostel

**CREDENTIALS:-**
- Sports Secretary, hostel 9, 2016-17
- Sports Freshman, hostel 9, 2016-17
- Silver in Squash, Table Tennis, Chess GCs
- Organisational special mention, Hostel 9, 2016-17